
 

ZORPLEX 240 PROTECTIVE SHEETS 
designed for high functionality, great price/performance, fast production and delivery 

Mifer is a Czech family-owned-like manufacturing company that has been active in the field of thermoforming and CNC 
machining of plastics for over 30 years. As a response to recent situation with COVID-19 infection and insufficiency of 
protective aids on the European marked, the company developed its own design of a protective shield called ZORPLEX 
240.  The production is efficient and fast when using 3-axis CNC machining and cutting technologies in comparison, for 
instance, with 3D printing. The prototype has been already tested in practice by doctors and other medical staff from 
selected hospitals and workers in other fields of service. 

The volunteers ´network with 3D home-printing technologies has became involved in the protective shields production for 
Integrated Rescue Forces in the Czech Republic. Mifer decided to provide them with plastic visors for free. As 3D printing 
takes much time, it is impossible to deliver the sufficient amount of protective shields to satisfy the growing demand on 
the market. Considering the situation, Mifer decided to start development of a protection shield of own design using its 
industry technologies. Mifer engineers put emphasis on functionality, price/performance rate and fast production. 

The functionality and other practical aspects were tested by staff of selected hospitals, surgeries or maternity houses. The 
samples were gradually distributed also to workers in other industries providing the service to large amount of people (. 

For more details about ZORPLEX 240 shield, please visit:  https://www.mifer.cz/en/services/face-shield-zorplex-240  

“Our company primarily works as a subcontractor to manufacturers – finalists in different fields of business i.e. industrial 
production, electrical engineering, logistics, design, promotion and advertising. The market is not in optimal shape in many 
of these sectors and our company is impacted by that.  In recent days, our customer are decreasing or completely 
cancelling their orders. Even though, our company is financially healthy, we still need to keep going: In recent years we 
have made significant investments in development and modernization of our production technologies. The production of 
protective equipment is currently an opportunity for us to survive the difficult period and fulfil our commitments not only 
to creditors but also to our employees who have been working with us in most cases for decades. Ing. Tomáš Bartoň, 
Managing Director and Shareholder of Mifer, s.r.o. 
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About Mifer, s.r.o. 

Mifer is a traditional Czech manufacturing company engaged in vacuum thermoforming of plastics and 
other methods of 2D or 3D machining of plastic plates or foils. It currently employs almost 50 
employees. It supplies its products to domestic and foreign customers operating in various industries, 
including the automotive industry, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, food industry, 

healthcare, advertising, art and design. In addition to modern production technologies, the company has more than 30 years of 
experience in the field, its own development and know-how. More information about the company, production program, technologies 
and reference projects can be found at https://www.mifer.cz  

We shape the plastics 
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